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A recent local example may be adduced. The city housing com-
mittee, in its wisdom, decided that the most pressing need in Oxford
was for the building of houses to be let at economic rents to persons
who, for want of suitable accommodation, were living in lodgings
or in pkces outside the city and far distant from their work; and it
presented appropriate plans to the Minister of Health. The minister,
however, was understood to reply that, whatever might be the par-
ticular needs of Oxford, the national programme was to concentrate
on slum clearance, and that no consent would be given to other
plans until this had been completed. No doubt, in the majority of
cases, this system of detailed control over capital expenditure works
to the eventual good both of local residents and of the nation. But
one of its least desirable features is the deky which it involves, both
in the making of plans and in the final acceptance of tenders for
capital works; this delay may often cause considerable financial loss,
especially at times when construction costs are rising. In a recent
case known to the writer, the local authority provisionally accepted
a tender for a building, subject to the consent of the minister to the
necessary loan; but subsequent correspondence with the Minister of
Health, together with a local inquiry, elicited neither opposition nor
constructive criticism, but was prolonged for nearly four months
before the requisite consent was received. There is an urgent need
to evolve a system of combining a general control over policy from
the centre, with greater speed and freedom to the authority in matters
of detail. This must become particularly dear if the onset of a trade
depression should at any time make desirable a rapid acceleration of
capital works by local authorities.
Subject to these legal and administrative checks, a council controls
its own financial policy. The duty of defining and ckrifying this lies
everywhere with a finance committee, advised by the treasurer and
his permanent staff, though, of course, the ultimate decision upon
any matter rests with the whole council. In the city of Oxford the
finance committee is engaged throughout the year in passing the
accounts, in supervising the expenditure of the other committees
of the council, and in examining proposals for capital expenditure
made by the various committees and usually referred to it by council.
Until the end of 1937, in its capacity as staffs committee, it also dealt
with questions of superannuation, promotion, and new appoint-
ments of permanent staff. Its main opportunity to mould financial
policy comes, however, from its duty of considering and recom-
mending to council every March the estimates of expenditure by
each committee during the coming financial year*

